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Summary
The purpose of this research is to study the drivers of firm-level innovation
(particularly relevant for SMEs) through a combination of public policy and
human resource practices that enhance the ‘soft side’ of human capital
(e.g. job satisfaction and willingness to change). Our findings highlight the
need to consider the role of private and public investment to support the
intangible elements of human capital as a driver of firm-level innovation.
To this end, we propose a new policy programme offer to support such
human capital in order to increase firms’ innovation activity.
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The context of our study is firms in
Ireland. Seen as key to innovation, we
focus on employee-managers. We argue
for the importance of creating a firmlevel culture that hones human resource
systems, thus promoting innovation. Our
key research questions are as follows:
what type of firms (internal factors such
as work arrangement and practices) employ
managers who exhibit ‘soft side’ human
capital attributes, such as job satisfaction,
attitude to work and willingness to change,
that are believed to support innovation?;
what type of regions (external factors) are
such firms located in?; what mix of policy
instruments can effectively promote the
development of these intangible human
capital attributes?; and what role should
firms play in developing such elements of
human capital?
While many innovation policy instruments
are financial in nature and others focus on
firm management strategy and improving
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productivity, innovation policy focused on
human capital, particularly, its intangible
elements, is notably lacking. We also compare
the situation in Ireland to other countries.

Project Findings
Through employing information retrieved
from a unique and comprehensive firm and
regional level merged dataset and conducting
extensive analysis, the research has three
main findings:
1.

We find that employee-managers with
intangible elements of human capital
such as job satisfaction and willingness
to change are more likely to be found
in firms with particular human resource
systems such as work arrangements and
work practices. Our findings suggest
the importance of building firm-level
capabilities in support of innovation
activity.
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2.

3.

Our research highlights the need to consider the role of
private and public investment to support the intangible
elements of human capital is a driver of firm-level innovation.
We affirm the call for a greater focus on broad levels of the
more important non-R&D components of innovative activity,
and policy discussion on the kind of innovation capability
that is created and accumulated. Our research suggests that
public policy can support the ‘soft side’ of human capital both
directly and indirectly. A total overhaul of current programmes
is unnecessary; instead, policy should recognise the value of
the intangible elements of human capital and the importance
of human resource systems in its development. Market and
systemic failures may also justify public support for such
human capital.
We propose a new policy programme offer (which we title
InnovativePeople4Growth) to support the intangible elements
of human capital in order to increase firms’ innovation activity.
Given the benefits outlined, we suggest that firms and policy
makers invest jointly in InnovativePeople4Growth.
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Implications
Our findings indicate that firms will benefit by investing in the
intangible elements of human capital and its work arrangements
and practices (internal supports). This will in all probability result
in managerial implications for firms. The practical managerial
implications would point towards the need for managers to explore
the management of the ‘soft side’ of human capital through a
variety of strategic human resource systems to stimulate its
capability in supporting such human capital.
However, policy intervention may be necessary to overcome
firms’ perception of blocking mechanisms (e.g., market/systemic
failures) and stimulate investment in the intangible measures of
human capital. In all likelihood, then initial ‘push’ will need to come
from policy. Additionally, there is a role for government in putting
the intangible elements of human capital on the agenda, and in
stimulating and helping to coordinate the activities of firms. The
optimal solution may lie in private and public sector co-development
of programmes that drive and support the intangible elements of
human capital. Such co-development may make policy development
more difficult, but result in more effective policy.
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